
While some companies had already started their DEI journey, many others 
took a first step during this time and made a statement to show their 
commitment to DEI such as hiring a Chief Diversity Officer, bringing in 
outside experts to form a strategic plan or providing training opportunities. 
Many leaders were still figuring out what it meant to drive DEI in multiple 
ways throughout their organization. 

While strategy is an exceptionally important foundation, what employees 
need to see now is companies moving beyond strategy, statements and 
training to take action and show real progress. And not simply as part of a 
program or off on the fringe – they need to see it seamlessly incorporated 
into the culture they experience every day. 

For leaders, it starts with understanding what it means to have a diverse, 
equitable and inclusive work culture and work population, as well as how to  
apply it on multiple levels. Think about: How is it strategic? How are we being 
proactive? How are we integrating it? Are there people in our organization 
whose voices are not heard that we need to include in the conversation? 

From there, how do you move from strategy to the day-to-day behaviors 
and activities that create real culture change? To help identify which daily 
actions encourage diversity, create equity and foster inclusion, we surveyed 
employees to understand current perceptions around company DEI 
efforts, such as:

• Is the employee population diverse and does the company
value diversity?

• Are there equitable opportunities for employees?
• Do employees feel included?

For those employees  
whose companies  
rated strongly in these  
areas, we were able  
to pinpoint which  
aspects of culture led  
to these outcomes  
and which area(s) of  
DEI they each impact.
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In 2020 and 2021, the critical role of diversity, equity 
and inclusion was elevated. 

Concepts Diversity  Equity  Inclusion
Leadership 
 Leadership vision, trust, listening and open-mindedness  X X X
Manager  
  Manager feedback, empathy, recognition attention  X X X
Empowerment  
  Ideas are heard and valued  X X X
Career Path 
  Future opportunity at organization  X
Recognition 
  Consistent recognition, feeling valued  X X
Teamwork  
  Strong teamwork and support  X X
Learning 
  Skill development  X X X
Meaning 
  Purpose, organization mission and connection to role  X X

https://bit.ly/3LMl1KM


While none of these are new concepts, what is new is looking at them 
through the lens of diversity, equity and inclusion. For example, when 
we’re doing things to empower employees, making them feel their ideas 
are heard and valued, we need to make sure we’re considering diverse 
perspectives, perhaps ones we haven’t considered before, and providing 
equitable opportunities for those ideas to be heard. 

For every component of business, thoughtfully considering how to 
approach it through the lens of diversity, equity and inclusion is ultimately 
what will help create the solid company culture that brings strategy to life  
in every day experiences. 
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